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Abstract. The goal is to provide fast and easy way for engineers to take a look at data oscillation, analyze the information 

gathered from every element of one convertor, filter the oscillation data by time to see voltage change and compare results. 

For the making of this web application we used several technologies for saving, collecting and representing data. All data 

is saved in a relational database from which we take all the information and represent it in our application. In the next part 

we will discuss about every separate technology.  

INTRODUCTION 

Every web application needs a server or a host with suitable environment in order to build it and later to work on 

it. For developing this application, we will use the very famous XAMPP software package which is very easy to install 

end configure. XAMPP is an open source software developed by Apache friends and contains Apache distributions 

for Apache server, MySQL, MariaDB, PHP, and Perl. This server is a local host or a local server which programmers 

usually use to develop and test applications before uploading it to the remote web server. With help of XAMPP 

software we can develop and test applications on our local computer.  

• Apache server is a remote server (computer) which uses HTTP servers for sending and accepting requests.  

• MySQL is a relational database management system which uses SQL for organizing, managing, retrieving 

and updating data whenever we wish to do.  

• PHP is a server-side scripting language that helps developers to create dynamic websites. Its main purpose is 

for building web-based applications and it works very good with MySQL.  

XAMPP has been designed to be easy installed and run as a development server on our computer. After 

downloading and installing XAMPP, we should run the control panel and start the services we need. For our 

application we are going to start Apache service and MySQL service by clicking START on the control panel.  

DATABASE 

We are working with relational database which means we have several tables connected with each other with 

specific keys and data. Every table in our database represents a different model and has its own attributes which 

describes it. Our database is made on MySQL platform and we use SQ language to save and select data from the 

database in order to show it on the application.  

Our database tables are: 

1. Users 

2. Convertors  

3. Elements 

4. Oscillation Data 
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5. Passwords Resets 

6. Migrations 

FIGURE 1. Database structure 

Users is a table in which we store our registered users. Every engineer who wants to have access to our web 

application should make a registration or use another’s person account to log in. Every user is defined with its attributes 

which are: name, email, and password.  

Convertors table is used for storing each convertor we want to analyze. Every convertor must be defined with its 

name, type and photo of the simulation circuit.  

Elements is actually the table which refers to the elements of every convertor. This table is connected with the 

convertors table with the 1: n database relation which means every convertor can have one or many (more) elements. 

Every different element is described with its name, type and convertor_id. Convetor_id is the attribute which connects 

every element to their “parent” (convertor). 

Oscillation data represents every different value that one element can have in certain moment of time. Every item 

is defined with time, value and element_id.  This table is connected to the elements table with n: 1 database relation 

which means many oscillation data items can belong to one element. This table is very important because we will use 

it for drawing element’s charts.  

Password resets is a table for managing people who will require password reset. In this table every item is defined 

with email (of the person who asked for password reset) and token which will help authorizing the person who made 

that request.  

Migrations is automatically created table from the framework we are using in the making of this application. This 

table saves every different migration we use to make changes in our database structure. We will discuss more about 

this feature in the next parts of the thesis. 

 
FIGURE 2. Database Diagram 

 PROGRAM LANGUAGES AND FRAMEWORK  

The web application was built using the Laravel framework version 5.8 which is the last stable version of this 

framework. Laravel is a modern PHP framework that aims at making PHP development easier, faster and more 
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intuitive. This web application was built following the MVC architecture pattern which is the default pattern for 

working with this framework.  

Thanks to the Laravel’s ability to manage packages through Composer’s Packages online repository, we can easily 

expand and add new features to our web application. Also, this framework makes the application secure, upgradable 

and very fast.  

Every new Laravel project comes with full directory tree with previously defined structure which can be 

customizable but provides quick start to the actual development process. This configuration gives all Laravel web 

applications a similar code structure which is very characteristic and identifiable. This constraint makes it a lot easier 

to build web applications.  

In the next parts, we will discuss on the most important parts of the framework which are crucial to understand for 

building our web application.  

 
FIGURE 3. Laravel directory tree 

MVC 

These days, MVC became the industry’s standard practice used in every modern development environment. MVC 

stands for MODEL-VIEW-CONTROLER pattern which separates the logic behind the application from the 

representation layer. As we mentioned briefly before, Laravel is a fully-fledged MVC framework. 

• Model represents the layer residing between the data and the application. In our application every different 

model is made for every specific table in which we will save data, and then represent it on the web application. Models 

can have accessors and mutators to format every attribute value when attempting to retrieve the value or store it in the 

database. Also, our models will have different functions which are used to describe database relations and other 

functions for modifying data we need. Models we use are: User, Convertor, Element and Oscillation Data.  

• View is actually the representational layer who separates our controllers from our presentation logic. Views 

are used to show data and they are made with HTML, CSS and JavaScript. Maybe you will wonder why we use these 

program languages in our PHP framework, but actually Laravel provides the views part where we create the views 

using the Blade template language and we are able to design them and make them more beautiful. Data that is shown 

on the views is passed to them as array or key values pairs. Inside the views we’re going to access each value using 
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PHP syntax. We have several views like: convertors.blade.php (used to show all saved convertors), 

convertor.blade.php (shows one chosen convertor), element.blade.php (shows the oscillation chart of one chosen 

element from the chosen convertor) etc.  

• Controller is a file which contains all the logic behind storing, showing and analyzing data. They contain 

functions for retrieving views, storing, showing and updating objects. Every route in our application calls to a specific 

controller function and does a specific functionality. [1-4] 

Database management in Laravel 

Laravel framework provides an easy to use way for connecting and working with databases. Laravel uses Eloquent 

ORM which stands for object relational mapping and lets the developer issue database queries where instead of writing 

SQL code he can simply use predefined methods to interact with the database tables. The Laravel Schema builder is 

another feature that provides managing all database related work like creating or deleting tables, attributes, changing 

attributes type etc. Schema builder functions are written in specific files called migrations. They allow us to change 

the database schema, describe and record all those specific changes in a migration file. After running the migrations, 

their record is stored in our Migrations table in the database.  

BUILDING THE APPLICATION 

As we mentioned before, for building this application we are using the Laravel framework, so we started with 

creating a fresh new Laravel project. Every new project comes with predefined structure and a lot of files for different 

use, but in the next part we will discuss only about the parts of the framework we are going to use.  

Creating the database 

We will fill our database with help of Laravel schema builders, but first we must create the database and for that 

we start the MySQL service of XAMPP and we can manage our database on the localhost/phpmyadmin url. Our 

database name is convertors. After creating the database, we configure our .env file in the Laravel project to connect 

with our database.  

After connecting the project with the created database, we can continue creating the tables and attributes only using 

Laravel functions. As mentioned before, database tables and attributes are created with help of Laravel migrations. 

Every migration uses Schema builder to create the table attributes and define their type, relation, indexes etc. After 

creating all wanted migrations we ran the function php artisan migrate in the project’s terminal and with that we create 

all tables and attributes.   

 
FIGURE 4. Laravel migrations files 

After creating all tables and their attributes, that doesn’t mean that in the future we can’t create new tables or 

change the ones that are already created. We can add new migration files and with help of Laravel we can completely 

manage our database without using the phpMyAdmin service.  
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Creating Models 

We have already defined the Model property of Laravel framework, but we will use this part to explain how we 

can create models. [5] By running the command php artisan make:model ModelName we can create all our models. 

These are the models in our application.  

 
FIGURE 5. Laravel models files 

In these files we will write our model functions and model relationships. Just like migrations, we can add new 

models while developing and upgrading the web application. [6-9] 

Creating Controllers  

Controllers are the brain of the application and we use them to write all the most important functions for storing, 

updating, representing or deleting data. The functions in the controller can return a view, or they can simply do 

something, call another function anything just like we choose to organize our web application code. Controllers are 

made with the simple command php artisan make:controller ControllerName and can be done in every step of our 

development or further. These are the controllers we have in our code:  

 
FIGURE 6. Laravel controllers files 

Creating charts 

The main goal of this software was to show how voltage of convertor’s elements change in time and draw a chart 

which will show the data. For drawing these charts, we used a library called Laravel Charts which is specially 

developed for creating and drawing different charts in Laravel application. This library has a variety of charts based 

on JavaScript program language and they can be easily implemented without any previously knowledge of JavaScript. 

This library also offers functions for changing charts type, look, or color. For our use, we chose Highcharts library 

because it’s specially designed to support large datasets, which we have in our case. 

 Other than drawing charts, we will present our chart’s maximum and minimum value, and also in this view we 

can filter our chart to show values only between chosen time. 
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Application map 

Application map is actually the URL structure of the web application. We must carefully define our URL’s because 

having expressive and clean URLs can really affect how fast, user friendly and easy to navigate will our application 

be. The best thing about Laravel URLs is that there are already predefined URLs which correspond to the CRUD 

functions of controllers. CRUD stands for Create, Read, Update and Delete methods. Laravel also defines the methods 

for this URLs either is POST, GET, PATCH or DELETE method. We are going to utilize the following routes in our 

web application to fulfill the initial set of requirements.  

Short review 

As speaking about the process of building the application we only mentioned the basic structure and programming 

process, every further coding depends on the personal programming style and wanted functionalities. That is why we 

won’t discuss about the details in our code, but in the next few sections we will show some pictures of our code and 

will explain how all that works.  

Exploring the application 

This is the part where we will discuss about every view, page and functionalities that our application provides. We 

tried to make a simple and user-friendly design because it will be mostly used by engineers, so we focused more on 

the fast execution and correctness of our data analyzes.  

Our landing page is simple and symbolic containing the name of the application and buttons for login or register. 

People who don’t have an account, cannot access to the data provides in our web application. For now, there aren’t 

any restrictions about which people can make an account, but that can simply be added in the future development.  

If we click on the register button there is a form to fill with our name, email and password for further logging into 

the application. After making an account it directly takes you to the Dashboard. On the dashboard there is information 

about the total number of users, convertors and elements.  

 
FIGURE 7. Home page of the web application 

On the right upper corner of the page we have the menu containing links for the home page, converters page and 

the name of the currently logged in user. 

 
FIGURE 8. Converter’s page 
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From the first page we can navigate to the Converters page where we can see a list from all converters we have in 

our database. Right now, we have saved only three different types of converters. The table has three columns for 

converter’s name, type and See more link if you want to analyze any of the converters. The table can be further 

upgraded to show more data. [9-13] 

If we click on the See more link, a new page will be opened showing more information about the chosen converter. 

 
FIGURE 9. Page of one converter 

On this page we can see an image of the converter showing how its electrical network is designed and a table 

showing all converter’s elements. Table has columns for element’s name, type and link to see the data chart of the 

element.  

By clicking on the link Spectrum Analysis, a new page will be opened showing the data chart of the chosen element 

with every value of voltage by time, FFT analysis and inverse FFT. This chart is specially designed with library for 

drawing Charts in Laravel framework. After loading all data, the chart looks like on the picture bellow:  

 
FIGURE 10. Data chart for one element showing voltage change, FFT and FFT Inverse 
 

The element contains more than 140000 samples which are divided into 4096 samples per page. Maximum voltage 

is showing the highest voltage for this part of the signal. The button next will show us to the next group of 4096 

samples and with going previous or next we can analyze the signal in detail. With clicking on the upper labels, we can 

switch the chart to show only the chosen samples. This is how C1 signal looks like: 
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FIGURE 11. C1 signal 

 

 
FIGURE 12. Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) of the C1 signal   

The Fast Fourier Transformation is made with help of FFT Calculator library called webit/fft for Laravel and PHP 

applications. In order to use this library, we have installed it via Composer Packagist. The process of calculating FFT 

is very simple.  

First, we initiate an object from the FftCalculatorRadix2 class. Then, using the ComplexArray class we create 

complex array of our data values, not including time, and then we use calculateFft function of the FftCalculatorRadix2 

class using our complex array and Dimension object measured from our data values. The result is an array of complex 

numbers, with help of map function we iterate through each value of the array and return the value using the 

getImaginary function. [14-17] 

 
FIGURE 13. Inverse Fast Fourier Transformation (IFFT) of the C1 signal 
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The InverseFFT calculation uses IFftCalculator class and then uses the complex array for calling the calculateIFtt 

function.  

After getting the array result, we use our chart library to draw the charts. Here is a picture of our FFT Inverse 

signal chart. 

On the same page we also generate data chart showing the results from our Power Spectrum analysis. This chart 

is not divided, and it shows the power spectrum of the whole signal data values through time.  

 
FIGURE 14. Power Spectrum of the C1 signal 

For calculating the power spectrum chart, we use Python script which is better for calculating and measuring this 

kind of calculations. In the script we will import scipy.signal library for Python which is specially designed for 

handling complex math signal problems.  

In the Python script we start HTTP server using BaseHTTPRequestHandler and HTTPServer. This server is used 

for receiving requests from our Laravel application. Within our Laravel application we sent HTTP request to a specific 

route within the server started with python, and we sent the data values of which we want to get the power spectrum 

analysis. Our python script gets the input data and calls a function periodogram from the class signal. The function 

accepts x which is array like time series of measurement values and returns f (array of sample frequencies) and Pxx 

(power spectral density of power spectrum of x). After the request is finished, our python server returns the array f 

and Pxx as json data to our Laravel application, and we use the response inside Laravel to draw the Power Spectrum 

chart. 

CONCLUSION 

The paper deals with an interactive software environment for the study of power electronic devices. A description 

of its main blocks is made, as well as the concept and technologies used to create it. An example of a DC-DC converter 

is considered. 

Tools have been used to obtain different output characteristics of the tested devices. The purpose is to have them 

freely accessible so that the user does not need commercial versions of the software. Another important aspect of the 

study is the relationship between the output characteristics described in the paper and the dynamics of the power 

circuits. The idea is to obtain indirect information about the transients and the controller's stability stock from these 

characteristics. 

Such an approach is particularly useful in power electronics training, where a thorough study of individual devices 

requires knowledge of a wide range of subjects: electrical engineering, mathematics, physics, theory of automatic 

control, digital and analog circuitry. In this way, this difficult area of modern engineering becomes attractive to young 

people, and its knowledge is important for the development of society and industry. 

The use of information and communication technologies in the process of modeling, analysis, design and 

prototyping of power electronic devices is raising these new qualitatively new processes and making them inherently 

flexible and intelligent. The presented environment is expandable and upgradeable so models created with different 

open source or commercialized software can be used as input. Thus, the use of information models yields a complete 

research complex from the idea in the head of the constructor through the model to the finished prototype. 
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